**Patricia E. Hart**  Artist, Educator

**Session:** 100 Years Since Children’s Shows at Gallery 291, Is Stieglitz’s Vision Viable?

**Hilton/NY/ 4th floor**  Friday March 3, 2017  1:00-1:50pm

Patricia is a veteran artist and educator with 30 years of teaching experience K-12 students in Manchester NH and Providence RI. She has studied in the Art & Design Education department at Rhode Island School of Design where she earned an MA. Join us as we review the early days of “The Little Galleries of the Photo Secession” or ‘291’ as it was lovingly dubbed. And we look at the Children’s art that was installed through four different Shows at the “little Gallery 291” We will examine Stieglitz views on the art education of children and details of the Children’s Shows. Patricia may be reached at:  phart@stpatickacademyri.org